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A three-minute guide





Why it matters now
Customer and brand loyalty are in decline

Companies in virtually every industry are feeling the heat from more 

discerning-and often less loyal-customers. Chalk it up to globalisation, 

social media, economic uncertainty, or product commoditisation – a few 

of the most challenging trends. Customers are more informed, more 

demanding, more fickle, and more tuned in to one another’s opinion.

Today, customers are surrounded by new ways to shop-making leaving 

easier than ever. Customer attrition is a big issue at a time when they’re 

more knowledgeable than ever-and more likely to switch for a better deal, 

more personalised service, or superior products.

Every day, customers find reasons to leave

Bottom line: Companies should have a more complete, intimate 

understanding of their customers to get them, grow them, and keep them.





Why customer analytics
You have the data. But you haven’t unlocked it

Think about all the information and signals companies are receiving from 

their customers: prospect demographics, channel and product preferences, 

social media sentiments, interactions and transaction behaviours, and more.

Customer analytics is among the most powerful enablers companies have for 

translating those signals into useful insights about their customers.

Today’s analytics tools are able to bridge the gap, drawing in data from siloed 

data sets-plus external data on demographics, psychographics, and more-to 

create a more complete understanding of the customer experience through 

their eyes.

Just as important, analytics helps to deliver customer insights directly to the 

people who need them most, in a format that makes it easy to understand 

and act on them.



The benefits
Increase sales to new and existing customers

Lower customer acquisition and retention costs

Reduce customer churn and increase loyalty

Improve the channel mix to lower cost to serve

Increase sales force effectiveness by targeting qualified prospects

Deliver higher returns on marketing and promotions investments

Anticipate customer needs-before they bolt

Intercept at-risk customers 

Increase sales and satisfaction



What to do now
Walk in your customers’ shoes

Every interaction with customers leaves a trail of data-information that 

becomes more valuable when it’s combined to generate a richer picture of 

everything from their product choices and channel preferences to when, 

how, and why they want to interact with your organisation. 

Ask smart questions

What information will help you better serve customers, gain competitive 

advantage, or fulfil the business strategy? Smart analytics is about knowing 

the right questions to ask. 

Know your data

Do you have access to internal or external data that provides the insights 

that can help answer your questions? Don’t underestimate the strength of 

your current data. It doesn’t have to be complete to be valuable.

Make it count

Before you start, you should plan for how you can turn the insights into 

actions, and how to measure results. 





You already have the 
data you need
Today, you have access to information that can help you retain 

customers. If you’re not using that data to your full advantage, your 

competitors likely are.

To learn more about how to get your customer analytics effort off to a 

running start,  please contact:

Werner Swanepoel

Direct:  +27112096664

Cell: + +27824425948 

Email: wswanepoel@deloitte.co.za 

Wesley Govender

Direct:  +27118065718

Cell: +27836112929

Email:   wgovender@deloitte.co.za
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